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By Mary Stanley

For the past several years, the 
Marketing Department has been 
anticipating the year 2022 with 
great excitement and a little bit 
of trepidation, especially as we 
considered the ominous undertaking 
of paying tribute to New England 
Village’s 50th anniversary.

Recognizing that this milestone is 
a special one and deserves more than 
just one day of acknowledgement, we 
immediately decided that we would 
mark this occasion with celebrations 
and acknowledgements throughout the 
year. We began by designing a special 
50th anniversary logo which debuted 
in the January edition of Village 
Connections, our monthly electronic 
newsletter. Next we introduced a special 
section in Village Connections called, 
A Walk Down Memory Lane, where 
we include old photographs, artwork, 
and other forms of memorabilia, based 
on a different theme each month. This 
is a small way to reflect on some of the 
special things that make New England 
Village so unique. 

By far, one of the biggest and 
most daunting projects we have 
undertaken relating to our golden 
anniversary has been a 50th 
Anniversary Commemorative Book. 
The idea for this book grew out of 
brainstorming sessions we were 
having regarding the Annual Report 
and whether the 50th anniversary 
should be the central theme of that 
publication. However, once we began 
pouring through old photographs, 
slides, newspaper clippings and other 
historical data, it became apparent 
that the occasion warranted its own 
special treatment and the idea of a 
stand-alone commemorative book was 
born. Containing 60 pages of history, 
some never-before-seen photographs 
along with quotes from a cross-section 
of people who make up the NEV 
community—this book promises to 
be an exceptional body of work that 
truly reflects New England Village 
and its 50-year history of serving 
men and women with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities. As a result 
of this endeavor, the 2021 annual 
report donor listings and financials will 
be presented exclusively online via the 

New England Village website this year. 
While this project was a formidable 

task, it was also very interesting and 
fun—old photographs allow us to 
capture certain moments in time, and 
preserve it for generations to come. 
The quotes we received from various 
members of the New England Village 
community also shed light on the 
culture of the organization throughout 
the years. Certainly, former Executive 
Director Dr. Bryan Efron offered up 
some humorous memories from those 
early years and conversations with 
former members of the Women’s 

Continued on page 13 
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As supporters 
of New England 
Village (NEV), 
you most likely 
have heard of 
the workforce 
crisis throughout 
the human 
service system. 
In fact, I don’t 
think I have 
had a single 
conversation 
with family, 

staff, and other supporters of NEV in 
the last two years that didn’t in some 
way relate to the staffing crisis.

New England Village has been 
challenged in recruiting the necessary 
personnel, which in turn has impacted 
the supports we provide. While there 
has been a workforce shortage in 
Human Services for many years, the 
pandemic has exacerbated the problem. 
There are simply not enough workers 
now to provide the necessary safety net 

services and supports to Massachusetts’ 
most vulnerable residents.

This situation has led us to advocate 
for the Commonwealth to add $581.6 
million to the Chapter 257 Reserve 
budget to increase entry-level hourly 
wages to $20.30 per hour for staff 
working in the nonprofit human service 
system. This fiscal year, our current 
state contracts have only supported 
entry-level wages of between $15-
16.79. Meanwhile, NEV has had to 
increase its entry-level hourly rate to 
$18 per hour in an attempt to compete 
with businesses outside of the Human 
Service sector who are hiring retail and 
warehouse associates at higher rates. 
Yet, our increased wages are still not 
enough as many of those businesses 
continue to raise their hourly rates 
higher and higher. 

While the solution comes down to 
money and increased advocacy, I must 
take a moment to illustrate that the lack 
of funding is systemic and symbolic 
of the lack of recognition and respect 
for the work, skill, and professionalism 
that is required to carry out these 
services.

Chapter 257 was intended to 
reform how the Commonwealth 
pays for essential social services.  
The rate-setting process through 
Chapter 257 looks at benchmarks in 
the Massachusetts Bureau of Labor 
Statistics (BLS) to establish rates. The 
BLS measures labor market activity, 
working conditions, price changes, 
and productivity in the economy to 
support public and private decision-
making. However, did you know that 
the backbone of our workforce, Direct 
Support Professionals (DSPs), don’t 
have an occupational code within the 
BLS? Instead, the Commonwealth 
references various other occupational 
codes they deem similar, such as home 
health and personal care aides.

How can a state appropriately set 
reimbursement rates for services 
largely provided by DSPs when 
the role is not even classified? To 

accurately report the true staffing need, 
the gap in service and risk, we need 
an occupational code to represent the 
profession.

Throughout the pandemic, DSPs 
have been told they provide essential 
services. These DSPs met the 
pandemic head-on, providing these 
essential services with skill, dedication, 
and grace. Now, we are advocating for 
their essential compensation. However, 
in the long-term, it is important 
that DSPs also receive the essential 
recognition. The work of a DSP 
requires a multifaceted set of skills that 
goes well beyond caregiving, including 
independent problem solving, decision-
making, behavioral assessment, health 
assessment, medication administration, 
the ability to teach new skills, all while 
providing these necessary supports to a 
diverse population in a person-centered 
manner. 

Despite the complex set of skills 
needed, these professionals are lumped 
into other classifications deemed 
“close” enough. The resulting long-
term issue is a system that has a 
workforce that is not valued, respected, 
and fundamentally misunderstood. 
While we know the individuals we 
support should be afforded dignity 
and respect, we need to have the same 
expectation for our staff. 

I ask all of you to join us in our 
advocacy efforts for the increased 
funding that would result in higher 
compensation for our workforce. 
We will reach out to you at critical 
junctures with a request that you 
contact your legislators for this 
purpose. Please keep in mind that this 
is a marathon and not a sprint—we 
will continue to need your support for 
the long haul. This advocacy will not 
be done until NEV is part of a larger 
system that recognizes and values a 
direct support workforce that has been 
neglected for far too long. 

From the Office of the CEO

New England Village, Inc.
664 School St., Pembroke, MA 02359

phone: 781-293-5461 • fax: 781-294-8385
email: info@newenglandvillage.org 

www.newenglandvillage.org 
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Brian Shannahan 
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Organizational News

By Mary Stanley

There are some changes on the horizon 
for New England Village—but some 
things, like its name, will stay the 
same. 

Over the past nine months, Iris 
Creative, a branding and marketing 
firm located in Pennsylvania, has 
been conducting a comprehensive 
rebranding feasibility study to assess 
whether NEV’s brand is still relevant 
or if the organization would benefit 
from a change. 

A brand is the way a company is 
perceived by those who experience it. 
Much more than just a name or a logo, 
a brand is the recognizable feeling 
these assets evoke. Brand focus is a 
research-based strategic process that 
looks beyond the visual representation 
of a brand. Through the discovery 
process you learn what is valuable 
to the people you need to help your 
organization thrive. Iris Creative’s 
approach is an intensive exploration 
of audience, message, image and 
experience.

One area that Iris Creative spent 
a significant amount of time on 
was exploring the need for a name 
change. Chief Development and 
Communications Officer Dolores 
Rezendes said the research showed 
that, “overwhelmingly, people agreed 
that the name should stay and that the 
word “Village” though problematic in 
the past, represents so much more to 
them than a physical location.” 

One study participant summed it 
up beautifully, saying “the threat that 
existed in 2014 is no longer existential, 
and a great deal has been done to 
both build bridges with government 
representatives and to satisfy their 
desire for community integration. 
Happily, NEV is a better place for it. 

At this point we can afford to broaden 
our focus to include ways to strengthen 
the Village from within. [A name 
change] would lead inevitably away 
from our True North.”  

The team at Iris Creative also 
reviewed NEV’s websites along with 
the websites of its competitors, looked 
at its social media platforms and tested 
keywords to see where the name New 
England Village came up in online 
searches. 

“The evidence indicates that NEV 
has a strong brand position and shows 
up well in online searches for its name 
and target keywords. The name is not 
a significant enough challenge to make 
the loss in awareness and online search 
results worth a change,” Dolores said. 

This rebranding feasibility study 
grew out of the Strategic Plan that 
was created in 2021. One of the items 
identified in that plan was to assess 
NEV’s brand, and “the timing couldn’t 
have been better,” said Dolores. 

“Since we are celebrating our 50th 
anniversary this year, it made sense 
to look at our brand and to determine 
whether it still reflects who we are 
today and who we want to be in the 
future,” she said. 

This study began with two 
stakeholder sessions led by Beth 
Brodovsky, president of Iris Creative. 
The sessions consisted of discussions 
among two groups: one with 12 
staff members and another with 14 
members from the external community, 
including day and residential family 
members, consultants, supporters and 
former and current board members. 
“The purpose of these 90-minute 
sessions was really to discover what 
people loved about the organization 
and where there were opportunities 
for improvement. At this point there 
was no discussion about the branding, 

name, or logo,” Dolores said. 
From there, Beth conducted 12 

in-depth interviews with staff, family 
representatives and board members to 
delve deeper into the comments that 
came out of the stakeholders’ sessions.  
Some of the major themes that were 
tested in these interviews included 
the connection to NEV, its strengths 
and weaknesses, the audience it 
needs to reach, impressions of NEV’s 
communications and brand. 

The study also included a 
communication audit that looked at 
every piece of marketing material—
print publications, on-line newsletters, 
marketing brochures, ads, fundraising 
letters, and NEV’s websites. 

“Beth and I spent hours on the 
phone, reviewing and discussing every 
communication produced by NEV,” 
Dolores said. 

The last phase of the study included 
a survey that was sent out to over 800 
people, including staff, families served 
and members of the community. More 
than 200 people responded. 

This survey tested major themes 
culled from the stakeholder sessions 
and phone interviews, and delved more 
deeply into the logo and name. The 
results showed consistencies across all 
topics including impressions about the 
logo and the need for some changes.  
Although liked by many, it was felt the 
logo was not inclusive of all NEV’s 
offerings and was outdated.  

A logo redesign project can be a 
lot of fun and presents a wonderful 
opportunity to engage more of 
NEV’s supporters. Dolores said she 
is hoping to have something to share 
with our community by the end 
of summer. “There could be some 
exciting announcements at Family 
Day,” she said. 

An Agency By Any Other Name  
Just Would Not Be The Same

 Spring 2022 • Page 3
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Program Happenings

Planting at 
the Farm

Irene Mescall had the opportunity 
to do what she loves—teach American 
Sign Language to young people. 

On October 28th, Irene headed out 
to the Hanson Public Library where 
she shared her expertise in ASL with a 
group of kindergarten students. Using 
pictures, she introduced them to the 
ASL alphabet and taught them to sign. 
By the end of the class, the kids were 
able to sign their own names. With the 
assistance of TLC Program Manager 
Lan Baker, Irene was able to sign along 
with the book, “Hands & Hearts” by 
Donna Jo Napoli as it was read to the 
students.

On March 17th, Irene taught basic 
ASL to a group of middle school 
students in grades 5 through 8. She 
taught them the alphabet, numbers, 
commonly used phrases, and even about 
St. Patrick’s Day. The students were intrigued and very open 
to learning ASL from Irene. They asked many questions 
about the deaf culture and language. Irene was able to 
answer all the questions, and students said they had a better 

appreciation of the deaf community after 
learning their language and meeting 
Irene.

Lan explained, when children learn 
ASL, it enriches and enhances their 
cognitive processes, leads to higher 
abstract and creative thinking, better 
problem-solving skills, greater cognitive 
flexibility, and much more. It also 

promotes cultural awareness, literacy, and 
other intellectual benefits. 

Irene hopes to continue with this journey of teaching ASL 
at other local libraries in the near future. 

New England Village’s Newest Teacher

It’s that time of the year again! TLC 
participants returned to Colchester Farm to 
do some seeding and planting for the spring.  
And no trip to Colchester would be complete 

without a visit with the animals. In early 
summer, participants will begin 

harvesting vegetables and herbs to use during 
culinary activities at TLC as well as to take 
home for their personal enjoyment. 

Seth Berkovich, John Deloury, Allan Feldman,  
Larry Glaser

TLC - The Living Center

Irene Mescall teaching ASL

Page 4 • Spring 2022 www.newenglandvillage.org
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Stay up to date on Village happenings by subscribing to 
Village Connections our monthly electronic newsletter.

Just send your email address to jcadogan@newenglandvillage.org 
and we’ll add you to our broadcast list.

Program Happenings

Each December, 
employees working 
in the administrative 
offices at the Sheingold 
Building take great pride 
in decorating their spaces 
for the holidays. Some 
hang wreaths on their 
office doors, others put 
up lights. Receptionist 
Suzanne Ryan came up 
with her own unique 
“Christmas Tree” that 
inspired a year’s worth of 
inspiration.

A simple “A-Frame” 
design, Sue wrapped 
the piece with green 
garland and lights. In 
January 2021, she asked 
Art Director Melanie 
Zagwyn if there was a 
way to tweak the design 
so that the tree could be 
left up throughout the 
year. Calling it the “Tree 
of Life,” Melanie came 
up with an idea where all 
the individuals and even 

staff could participate 
in decorating the tree 
throughout the year. 

The garland was 
removed and, in its place, 
Melanie placed twigs and 
sticks to give the piece 
universal appeal as well 
as to provide stability for 
holding “ornaments.” A 
theme was designated for 
each month, beginning 
with February and 
individuals created 
ornaments according 
to those themes. The 
theme for February was 
hearts, followed by birds, 
then flowers and then 
butterflies, etc. “Creating 
these ‘ornaments’ gave 
the individuals a way to 
express themselves as 
well as an opportunity to 
craft,” she says. 

The Tree of Life lives 
in the reception area at 
Sheingold. 

Bracelet 
Making 
Workshop 

Sollar Wellness Center

Art Director Melanie Zagwyn 
held a bracelet-making workshop 
in February which drew a number 
of NEV artisans to create some 
one-of-a-kind jewelry. 

Tree of Life

Marilyn Quintin

Carl Thornhill

Matt Smith

Sarah Carr

Carrie Wells

 Spring 2022 • Page 5
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Program Happenings

In This Together
In 2021, individuals from NEV participated in a 

community-wide project sponsored by South Shore 
Community Partners in Prevention called, “In This 
Together.” The project involved decorating honey-
comb-shaped pieces with designs that reflected on 
people’s individual experience during the COVID-19 
pandemic. Some NEV individuals selected photos of 
paper towels and masks to express what they recall 
about 2020, while others used images of people hiking 
or using electronics to reflect their experience. 

The honeycomb-shaped images were then collected 
and digitally transferred onto large boards that 
resembled room screens. The screens were then 
permanently installed outside the Plymouth Schools 
Administration Building. An unveiling ceremony was 
held on March 31. 

More than 1,000 local organizations 
and residents of Plymouth contributed 
to this massive collaborative art 
project. Among those organizations 
were the Plymouth Bay Cultural 
District, Community Art 
Collaborative, and, of course, New 
England Village.   

Top Right: Large boards containing 
honeycomb art  
Bottom Right: CAC Founders Jennifer 
Edwards and Meclina Gomes;  
NEV’s contribution to the project

Enrichment & Community Services

Soak the CEO
Meeting the $1,000 fundraising 

goal for Special Olympics isn’t always 
easy—sometimes it means getting the 
CEO involved and asking her to take 
one for the team.

CEO Stephanie Costa was more than 
happy to oblige and agreed to sit in the 
“soak ‘n wet” chair if the goal was met. 
The chair is rigged with PVC piping 
so that when a lever is hit with a ball, 
a bucket of water is dumped on the 
person sitting beneath it. In case you’re 
wondering….yes, the water is cold. 

Stephanie wasn’t the only 
one willing to take a seat in 
the chair. Other NEV staff 
were happy to get in on the 
action, as well.

For a donation of $5, people 
could try to soak Director of 
Enrichment and Community 
Services Ginger Comeau or 
Aquatics Coordinator Patrick 
Raymond. For a donation of $20, 
people could choose who they wanted 
to sit in the chair. AVP Sue O’Shea was 
happy to make  
that pledge, selecting Behavior 
Specialists Sarah Comperchio and 
Peter Finnegan. 

There was much fun to be had and at 
the end of the day, $1,000 was raised 
for Special Olympics and some very 
special NEV athletes.  

Top Left: Ginger Comeau.  
Top Right: Stephanie Costa

Page 6 • Spring 2022 www.newenglandvillage.org
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Program Happenings
Residential

Welcome to New England Village

Meg Robertson Mobility Award 

Dawn Estes and CEO Stephanie Costa

Patrick Mulgrew
Patrick Mulgrew is one of NEV’s newest 
residents; he moved into Apartment 5 in 
October. Patrick loves to work, especially 
outdoors doing manual labor or even with 
machinery. When he’s not working, he 
enjoys biking and swimming and attending 
monster truck shows. A Cape Cod native, he 
also enjoys technology, such as his iPad and 
iPhone as well as listening to music. Patrick 
is a friendly person and enjoys spending 
time with his housemates Kenny D., Caleb 
L., and Ron S. Welcome to NEV, Patrick! 

CEO Stephanie Costa presented 
Dawn Estes with the 2021 Meg 
Robertson Mobility Award earlier 
this year. Dawn earned this award in 
recognition of her success in using 
her cane. 

In her nomination letter, Director 
of Orientation and Mobility with 
the Massachusetts Commission for 
the Blind Allyson Bull commended 
Dawn for her determination to 
learn to use her cane so that she 
could master mobility and become 
independent. Dawn now has the 
skills to walk independently of staff, 

often stopping at a crosswalk, waiting 
for them to catch up.  Allyson also 
gave high praise to the support staff 
at Watson House in helping Dawn 
to reach this achievement. She gave 
special recognition to Program 
Manager Carol Vienneau, who 
graduated as a Certified Orientation 
and Mobility Specialist (COMS), and 
played a significant role in helping 
Dawn to master the use of her cane, 
noting that Dawn was able to receive 
daily training at home, because of 
Carol’s certification.  

Congratulations, Dawn! 

Josh Hawes
Josh Hawes moved into Apartment 
4 in November and he is settling 
in nicely. He’s an active person, 
playing basketball and softball for 
Special Olympics in Plymouth 
along with swimming and going 
for outings. He also enjoys playing 
video games, going to the movies 
and the mall.  A very outgoing 
person, he enjoys a good conversa-
tion. Welcome to NEV, Josh.   
It’s great to have you here. 

Kyle Fontana
Kyle is a fun and friendly 
fellow. He has blended in and 
adjusted well to House 4 and 
gets along nicely with his 
housemates.
Kyle enjoys going out on car 
rides, walking around the Vil-
lage and frequenting Burger 
King and McDonald’s restau-
rants. He likes showing off 
pictures of his family. 
Welcome to House 4, Kyle!      

 Spring 2022 • Page 7
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Program Happenings
Residential

The Boston Marathon, and its 26.2 
mile course, serves as the inspiration 
behind the annual fitness contest 
among the ladies living in Watson 
House, Apartment 6, and Apartment 7. 
This friendly competition challenges 
these women to complete 26 days 
of an exercise routine; it can include 
anything from physical therapy to 
taking a walk to chair yoga. Program 
Manager Carol Vienneau admits it is 
not easy to complete the 26 days. “It 
can be so tempting to just say, ‘no, I’ll 

do it tomorrow,’” she said. 
But with bragging rights at 

stake, the women aren’t as tempted 
to forgo their workouts. “Eli has 
done her PT every day since the 
competition started,” Carol proudly 
announced. Meanwhile, Lisa H. 
can be seen walking, getting in her 
exercise along with enjoying some 
beautiful spring weather. At the end of 
the 26 days, the house that has logged 
the most days with workouts will be 
declared a winner. But as Carol pointed 

out, they really are all winners. “It’s 
about keeping them motivated to do 
their PT or to get some exercise and 
when they do that, they are taking care 
of their health and that is a win.” 

Fitness Contest Leaves Everyone A Winner

is overflowing at Apartment 7. During the 
holidays, the ladies had fun crafting beautiful 
winter arrangements for outside of their home. Creativity...

Molly Houston Lisa Heiman Joy Bendror

Top: Hillary Semel receives challenges for the week from Dawn Estes 
Right: Lisa Heiman and Eli Bogni

Page 8 • Spring 2022 www.newenglandvillage.org
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Program Happenings

House 2 Outing
Residential

Individuals from House 2 had 
a chance to visit Capron Zoo in 
Attleboro in April.

Kristin Fontoni enjoyed her riding 
lessons at Briggs Stable in Hanover.  

Phil Soucar; Kristin Fontoni; Kristin Fontoni 
at Briggs Stable

Individuals in House 4 stretched 
their creative muscles a bit, 
working on painting projects. 

Kyle Hundley
Shahzad Maula
Lucia Fleming

Our Gratitude
The New England Village Family 

Association recently made some 
very generous donations that will 
certainly go a long way in helping 
staff make ends meet, welcoming new 
employees, and improving some of 
the facilities here.

The Association made a lead 
donation of $8,000 to this year’s 
Spring Appeal, which is raising 
money to purchase gas cards to give to all staff. This year’s 
high rate of inflation along with increasing gas prices have 
taken a toll on personal budgets, and NEV is working to help 
staff in any way it can.  

The Family Association also made a generous donation of 
$4,300 to purchase a new pool cover for the pool at the Sollar 
Wellness Center. The existing cover was showing its age, with 
rips and tears and needed to be replaced. 

And thanks to a $4,000 donation from the Family 
Association, new employees who are hired here at New 
England Village will receive welcome gifts when they arrive.

The Family Association raises money through membership 
dues, the annual golf tournament and other events. It donates to 
a number of programs and events at New England Village, such 
as the staff holiday party, and the David Salamone Service With 
Care Award, as well as events for individuals served. Last year, 
it sponsored Resilience Day for all residents and day program 
participants, as a way to welcome them back to in-person 
programming.

Our sincere gratitude and appreciation to the Family 
Association for all they do.   

NEV Family Association

 Spring 2022 • Page 9
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Program Happenings

Ice Sculptures 
at ECE

By Lauren Powers

Participants at the Efron Center for 
Enrichment (ECE) had a lot of fun 
making colorful ice sculptures this 
winter! Using plastic containers of 
various sizes as molds, they filled them 
with water and added watercolor paint and/or food coloring. 
It was really fun to see the paints swirl and spread through the 
water, and to experiment with combining colors to form new 
hues. The participants then set them in the freezer or outside (if 
temperatures cooperated) to freeze overnight. When they checked 
them the next day, it was amazing to discover that the paint 
formed fascinating shapes inside the ice! 

The phenomenon occurs during the freezing process. As the 
colored water freezes, the water moves and the paints form fuzzy-
looking balls and other interesting shapes inside the ice. 

In another session, individuals put the molds filled with colored 
ice on a cart and wheeled them outside to construct sculptures. 
They dipped them in a big container of hot water to loosen them, 
and used snow to glue them together to form towers. As the 
sunshine sparkled through them, it was a beautiful sight to see. 

Top Left: Ice Sculptures; Sue Ray “glues” a piece onto the 
sculpture; sunlight sparkles through the colored ice;  
Above: Jeff Gorman

Efron Center for Enrichment
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The Art of 
Bookmarks

By Amy Saschuk

DEP members have been busy 
creating bookmarks for patrons of 
the Plympton and Pembroke Public 
Libraries. Plympton Library Director, 
Michael Slawson was thrilled to 
receive the first batch of watercolor-
painted bookmarks, saying that he 
anticipates they will be very popular 
and gone within a few weeks! 

Individuals enjoy using various 
mediums and beautiful colors 
reflective of the spring season to create 
these one-of-a-kind markers. The 
process allows them to use various 
skills such as cutting, gluing, painting, 
knot tying and packaging for delivery.

If you would like a handmade 

bookmark created by program 
members please reach out to 
Amy Saschuk at asaschuk@
newenglandvillage.org. 

   
From Top Left: Nichelle St. Jean; Brad Heger; 
Carrie Wells

Program Happenings

Taking Positive Behavior 
Supports To The Next Level

A behavioral support program that began last year has 
entered into its third phase and the results are better than 
expected. 

Using a brand-new approach to Positive Behavioral 
Support training, the program began with teaching a pilot 
group of staff, which AVP of Clinical and Professional 
Development Sue O’Shea dubbed, the “champion team.” 
The training included strategies and techniques to address 
behavior issues. But what makes this program different 

from previous PBS trainings, aside from the new strategies 
that include effective communication techniques and 
actually implementing the tools learned, is that these new 
approarches are now overseen by the individuals who are 
the beneficiaries of the training—the third phase.

O’Shea meets weekly with a focus group of five 
individuals served to discuss the strategies and talk about 
specific topics, such as respect and dignity, choice, humor 
and how they personally respond to difficult situations.  
The discussions are lively, but more importantly, productive. 

“As a result of these discussions, the individuals are  
 so much more self-aware, they have become better  

Day Enrichment Program

Continued on 13
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Sprung
Hats off to our Facilities Department 

for creating a beautiful canvas of color 
around the grounds at New England 
Village. New trees planted last year are 
showing off their pretty white flowers 
while more established rhododendrons 
provide a splash of purple around the 
property. 

Daffodils outside of SWC; Forsythia, Bleeding 
Hearts and Daffodils give a burst of color; 
Rhododendrons behind Smith Duplex

Program Happenings

Around 
Campus
1. Mary Bastian prepares 
salad for her housemates.  

2. Heidi Ward works a puzzle 
during some down time.  

3. Beth Bradshaw takes 
advantage of a warm spring 
day—she enjoyed some ice 
cream while sitting outside 
her Smith B home.   2 31
Page 12 • Spring 2022 www.newenglandvillage.org
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Program Happenings

Continued from page 1
Going for Gold
Committee were enlightening and 
inspiring. We hope that this book 
provides an accurate and entertaining 
account of the first 50 years of New 
England Village. 

But the work to pay homage to this 
special milestone doesn’t end with 
this book—that is just one part of our 
year-long tribute. There are plans in 
place to create a professional video 
celebrating NEV’s 50 years; our Art 
Director Melanie Zagwyn is working 

on a special piece with members 
that captures the essence of a half 
century of New England Village. And 
rounding out the festivities of this 
year, of course, will be our Family Day 
event, which will include anniversary 
highlights throughout the day, as well 
as a few unveilings and surprises. 

We hope you enjoy our year-long 
celebration of NEV’s 50th Anniversary. 
We are forever grateful to the founding 
families—Maurice and Shirley 
Abrams, Eliot and Edyce Binder, 
Irving and Rae Hackmeyer, Samuel 
and Florence Kaitz, Leonard and 

Shirley Sheingold, William and Shirley 
Widerman, and Chester and Gladys 
Wolfe for their vision to create this 
inspiring community and the fortitude 
to see it through. And we are especially 
grateful for all the people—individuals 
served, their families, our phenomenal 
staff, donors, and neighbors who 
have all played a role in shaping this 
organization and making NEV a truly 
special place that will endure for many 
years to come. 

The 50th Anniversary 
Commemorative Book will be mailing 
late spring/early summer. 

communicators and stronger self-advocates. They are so 
supportive of one another,” O’Shea said. 

Sue said these meetings have allowed her to see another 
side of the individuals and to learn so much more about 
them. “Natalie L. has been especially vocal and it’s been so 
interesting to me to learn about the things that are important 
to her,” she said. 

In just two months, she said, the individuals have grown 
and are truly taking the time to analyze behaviors and 
different situations. “I have seen so much progression 

among them. It has been amazing to watch. Their answers to 
questions are so much more sophisticated,” she said.

Each individual has selected one of the topics discussed 
in these weekly meetings and made a short one minute 
video talking about that topic and what it means to them 
personally. The final video, which will be a compilation of 
all the one-minute videos, will be presented to the Family 
Association. 

Some of these videos are nothing short of impressive, as 
the individuals provide their own personal viewpoints on 
subject matters such as respect and dignity. 

O’She said she plans to continue to meeting with 
different groups of individuals, conducting similar focus 
groups, in order to gain a broader understanding of the 
people served and their personal preferences when it comes 
to behavior supports. “Everybody wins when we have an 
understanding.” 

Top: Sue O’Shea, Lisa Heiman, Sarah Comperchio 
Bottom: Sue O’Shea, Lisa Heiman, Terry Smith, Joy Bendor, Peter 
Finnegan, Kenny Delmonte, and Sarah Comperchio

Positive Behavior Supports
Continued from 11
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Staff Updates

Healthy AND Wealthy!
NEV launched a Healthy and 

Wealthy challenge to all staff. Anybody 
who showed proof of vaccination at 
a weekly COVID testing clinic had 
their name entered into a raffle to win 
one of 6 fabulous prizes: four $1,000 
gift cards for either groceries, gas, 

or a store of choice and two $2,000 
payments toward rent or mortgage. 
On January 13, the winners’ names 
were drawn. Monica West, Kristina 
Federico, Anne Ruscio, and Lauren 
Powers each won a $1,000 gift card. 
And Tatiana Gomes and Milena 

Antunes each won $2,000 toward their 
rent or mortgage. It just goes to show 
that getting vaccinated really does pay 
off! 

Congratulations to these lucky 
winners. 

Kristine Federico Tatiana Gomes & Milena Antunes Monica West Anne Ruscio

NEV’s Employee Enrichment and Engagement 
Committee braved cold weather to offer hot coffee, 
donuts, bagels, and other delicious breakfast items 
as a way to show appreciation to staff, who were 
either coming into work or heading home after an 
overnight shift. Throughout the year, the committee 
members deliver treats and other items to staff to let 
them know they are valued and appreciated. It is one 
of the ways NEV says thank you to its staff. 

Staff Appreciation Breakfast

Left: Christine Chagnon, Mae McNamara, Lan Baker and Stephanie Costa
Top: Mae McNamara offers breakfast to a staff member arriving for work

Page 14 • Spring 2022 www.newenglandvillage.org
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Staff Updates

Remember New England Village 
in your will or estate plan.

Your gift can help ensure that New England Village will 
always be a place where people with intellectual and other 

developmental disabilities can thrive and grow.

For more information about bequests or other planned giving opportunities, please contact  
Dolores Rezendes at (781) 293-5461 x107 or by email at drezendes@newenglandvillage.org

Leave a Lasting Legacy

A Healthy New Year!
By Kim Lowman

The new year got 
off to a healthy start 
with 18 staff members 
participating in the Staff 
Wellness Challenge. 
This challenge required 
participants to commit 
to some form of exercise 
or movement for 30 
minutes, 4 times per 
week, over the span of 
8 weeks. Participants 
earned one point 
for each 30-minute 
session completed and 
prizes along the way 
for completing certain 
milestones. Staff said it opened their eyes to how easy it is 
to incorporate movement into their lives. “I realized you 
do not have to have a gym membership to bring exercise 
into your life, just be creative. I did zoom classes, walked 
my dog, shoveled really heavy snow, and used apps on my 
phone,” said Jen Cadogan.

Though one staff member had to drop out due to a 
medical issue, the rest of the participants finished the 
challenge, despite multiple set-backs, with staff once 

again demonstrating what it means to persevere and stay 
motivated. “Doing this challenge definitely has helped me 
with my commitment to myself to exercise more and to 
know when I need a break and rest,” said Michelle Beers. 

Though this was a challenge among the staff, rather 
than compete with one 
another, they worked 
together as a team, 
holding one another 
accountable and staying 
on track. 

“Being consistent has 
helped me tremendously. 
I find I crave movement 
and can feel a difference 
in my body when I do 
not move every day,” 
said Jennifer Mahonen. 

For some staff, this 
wellness challenge 
was an opportunity to 
recuperate and recover 

from surgery, but it offered 
other benefits as well. “The challenge helped me to remain 
committed to my post-surgery foot rehab goals.The staff 
wellness swim allowed me to work on range of motion, 
non-weight bearing exercises,” said Melanie Zagwyn. “Plus 
it’s a great chance to socialize,” she added.  

Out of the 18 staff who started the challenge, 9 finished 
with a perfect score of 32 points, and 17 finished with 24 
points or above. All 18 staff members earned at least 16 
points. 

Amy Saschuk Melanie Zagwyn
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NEV Welcomes A warm welcome is extended to the following employees who joined 
New England Village since the last edition of Scoops was published.

Assistant Program Manager
Kristina Federico

Assistant Residential Director
Paul Enos

Community Connector
James F. Milinazzo

Direct Support Professional
Maria S. Antunes

Niva Baessa
Stephanie Barros

Kyara Benoit

Stacey Curtin
Kyara Dasilva

Michael Faherty
Magdilene Gomes

Victor J. Jean-Baptiste
Evelyn Kariuki

Matthew J. Kennedy
Antonia Lobo

Adalgisa Lopes
Sean Sullivan

Indira Vaz

Vincent White
William Whittemore

Direct Support  
Professional-Relief

Sabine Bernard
Karen Earl
Efe Iwuoze

Iolanda Lobo
Dinamene V. Lopes

Rose Pauyo
Malik Pires

Paraprofessional
Kerri Besegai
Kate E. Grant
Brittany Kelly

Michelle Pepper
Angela Simpson

Registered  
Nurse

Lenai Reynolds
Relief-Paraprofessional

April Tassinari

Staff Updates

This is your chance to golf at a premier golf course while 
helping New England Village. Not a golfer? Join us for 
dinner afterward or volunteer to work the tournament…
volunteers have as much fun as the golfers! For more 

information about volunteering, donating, or registering a 
foursome, contact Joe Olivere at  

josephnolivere@gmail.com or 781-864-2000.  

Wednesday, September 28

One Man’s 
Treasure May End 
Up in a Junk Folder

Email is often the most timely 
and equitable way for us to 
disseminate information. All NEV 
family members and guardians 
should be on our broadcast 
email list. If you suspect you are 
not receiving any of our emails 
(Village Connections goes out 
once a month), it is probably for 
one of two reasons:

1.  We don’t have your correct  
email address (please 
send it to jcadogan@
newenglandvillage.org)

2.  Our emails are ending up in 
your Junk/Spam folder (add 
us to your safe senders list)

Each email service provider 
has their own process for adding 
a contact to a safe sender 
list (sometimes also called 
whitelisting), so to get instructions 
Google the question, “How to add 
emails to my [insert your email 
provider’s name] safe sender list?”


